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The biology of insects of stored products: what has been
achieved and where next?

P F Credland1

Abstract

The biology of msects associated with stored products IS an
immense field It extends from academic studies which
happen to employ species of msects which have at some time
been collected from stored products to those studies which
endeavour to show that msect mfestations can be prevented
or ehmmated by particular conditions or treatments Some
of the former studies are so fundamental that the apphcation
of the results to solvmg pest problems ISa distant aspiration
but nevertheless can be used to enhance fundmg
opportunities, and m the latter cases there IS sometimes
scant attention to the • total' biology of the msects Both
ends of the spectrum are as evident today as they were 70
years ago
One IS therefore led to ask what has been aclueved by the

study of the biology of msects associated WIth stored
products? Where have major advances been made? Perhaps
more Importantly. can we Identify areas which still demand
attention?
Tlus contnbution pnmanly uses the meetings of the

IWCSPP, and ItS antecedents. and the International
Congresses of Entomology, the first of which was held m
1910. to reflect the changing activities of msect biologists
and so enable us to answer questions about what has been
achieved. to Identify questions which recur and hopefully
fmd out why they do so What questions may need to be
answered If we are to make sigrnficant progress m avoiding
or elimmatmg insect pests of stored products?

The Nature of the Problem

Let me be blunt. the objective of stored product protection
IS to enable man to store commodrties surplus to Immediate
requirements as cheaply as possible, WIth rmrnmal
deterioration and rmrumal addItion of matenals whIch may
adversely affect the store Itself or anyone who utlhses the
stored matenal m the future I do not thmk thiS would be
challenged although obViouslythere ISa balance between the
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cost, deterioration and preservation WhIChvanes With the
commodity, economics and ultimate use of the stored
material
Why does the biology of msects and mites associated WIth

stored products matter? Their very presence IS at least
unwelcome, frequently causes major depression of value and
may result m total destruction of the commodity and/or the
storage structure However, their Importance has to be
judged m the context of the store and the socio-econorruc
conditions of both the producer and the consumer Numbers
of msects m a gram shipment m the UK or Australia , for'
instance, need only be very small to depress market value,
numbers well below 1 msect kg- 1 of gram need to be
detected However in developing countries, maize and gram
legumes can be found for sale m markets for human
consumption WIth numbers of insects at least one order of
magmtude greater We cannot therefore pretend that the
problems posed by msects are the same m real terms
although the ultimate objective IS the same We would be
na? ve to pretend that same sort of research on the biology
of insects and mites ISneeded m the two SItuations Add the
differences m economic climate which affect storage
facilities, access to control measures, transport and so on.
and the research questions differ correspondmgly As a fmal
mtroductory thought. where are the SCientists. the
resources and the motives to undertake the research? Is It
therefore surprising that research on the biology of msects
associated WIth stored products IS so diverse m nature and
different m depth

An Old but Changing Problem

We all know that storage ot foods and other commodities has
been blighted by msects for millenrua Munro (1966) noted
that •flour beetles' were found m Egyptian tombs of the 6th
Dynasty of around 2500BC and Tutankhamen's tomb (about
1385BC) was home to other species still commonly
assoCiated WIth stored cereals and cereal products Yasue
(1980) reported records of Ku Shih (SLtOphllus sp •
probably oryzae) m the oldest Chmese dIctionary of the
thIrd century BC These examples are representative of
what was clearly a famlhar and WIdespreadproblem
In the 18th century Lmnaeus descnbed many of the most

common speCIesassoCiatedWith stored products to thIS day.
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such as Oryzaeph~lus sunnamensw, S~tophllus oruzae ,
and S grana nus, and Fabricius many more mcludmg
Callosobruchus maculatus and Rhyzopertha domuuca
The first biological knowledge of insects associated With
stored products may therefore be regarded as the
Identification of many of the most common species
Furthermore we can be confident that people were very well
aware of the associations between insects and stored
products although we know almost nothing of any control
measures that were taken It IS likely that the source of
Infestations was poorly understood and control measures, If
any, were physical, such as high temperatures used to
control Sltotroga cerealella m the 16th century in France
(Oosthuizen, 1935) It IS possible that the use of additives
such as sand or ash, as are used to this day m parts of
Africa, was on a much Wider geographical scale, mcludmg
Europe
The development of world agnculture, trade and then

mechanisation leading to even more extensive monocultures
and consequently larger stores, nutially m the Umted States
of America, has exacerbated the problems The situation
that we see today m industnal and' advanced' agncultural
economies has Its ongms withm the past 200 years
Therefore the SCientific study of insects associated With
stored products IS recent compared With the recognition of
the problem The US Bureau of Entomology grew from the
'Entomological Comrmssion' (founded m 1877) by Charles
Valentine Riley (Pfadt, 1978) and US Department of
Agnculture was established m 1862 Without Cabinet status
(United States Department of Agnculture , 1998) It was
not until the early part of this century that any orgamsed
research activity began III the U K In Australia the Council
for Scientific and Industnal Research was set up m 1926
With 'the preservation of foodstuffs' among ItSkey research
areas This seems to be the general global pattern. It ISnot
true that worthwhile work on the biology of stored product
pests did not take place m previous centuries, but It was
usually fragmented and not focussed on the resolution of
general or speCifiCproblems untt! the last 100 years
We need to dtstmgulsh between studies which utlhse

msects aSSOCiatedWith stored products and studies which
attempt to contribute to the resolution of problems of
commodity storage Insects commonly aSSOCiatedWith
stored products are often easy to mass rear m culture very
rapidly, therefore they lend themselves to laboratory
mvestlgatlon Crudely, although worthy III their own
context (ShiPPY, Brown and Denell, 1998) some of these
studies regard the IllsectS as convemently packaged
bIOchemical systems and there IS scant regard for the
orgamsm as a hvmg, functlonlllg, behaVing element III an
ecosystem, much less as a pest I emphasise that I am not
here cntlClsmg these academiC studtes m any way but
merely trymg to dlstmgUlsh between work With a clearly

applied focus and work which may ultimately lead III tlus
direction but does not have the resolution of practical
problems as ItS primary objective

Early Publications (pre-Iv? 5)

Early this century studies were Isolated, pubhshed III a
diversity of Journals and reports and were frequently
descriptive rather than experimental, as was typical of much
biology at that time With the advent of organisations whose
remit included the control of insect pests of stored products
came a change III the nature of the work undertaken This
was gathenng pace as second-generation, synthetic chemical
pesticides became available for their potential control
Consequently, through the 1940s and accelerating mto the
1950s and 60s the study of stored product msects and mites
mcreased m quantity and extent This scenano IS
substantiated by looking at the papers contributed to the
International Congresses of Entomology (ICE)
Although It IS impossible to determine exactly how many

entomologists attended each Internauonal Congress or how
many papers were presented from the published
proceedings, It IS possible to obtam a reasonably accurate
estimate (Fig 1) Similarly, whilst one can debate the
precise cntena for what constitutes a paper on stored
products entomology, one can make estimates-which are
amazingly small In most Congresses the sections on 'Stored
Product and Urban Entomology' were the smallest sections
With less than 20 papers There were no papers on the tOPiC
at all untt!1928 (Dean and Schenk, 1928) and, as recently
as 1968 there was no section on Stored Product Entomology
when the ICE was held m Moscow
The conclusion one must draw ISthat the biology of stored

product insects (per se) IS of trivial interest to
entomologists Prior to 1975, only m Berlm m 1938 were
more than 5% of the papers at an ICE concerned With stored
products entomology

The IWCSPE!IWCSPP

The first International Workmg Conference on Stored
Product Entomology (IWCSPE) was held m Savannah,
Georgia, USA, m 1974 The first three Conferences were
held under thiS title before the senes adopted ItS present
title What promoted the change? The stated purpose of the
Imtlal conferences was 'to prOVide the opportumty for
mternatlonal sCientists to dtscuss current baSICand practical
stored-product research and to Identify research needs of the
future' (Mills, Wnght and Pedersen, 1984) The deCISion
of the Permanent Committee durmg the Third Conference to
change the title and so 'to mclude all dlsclplmes related to
stored-product protection led perforce to an expansion m the
range of subjects discussed' (Donahaye and Navarro, 1987)
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obviously led to a decline in the proportion of time spent
considering basic biology and ecology of insects and mites
associated with stored products. Although the assessment of
what constitutes biology can be debated indefinitely and
therefore which papers may conveniently be called
biological, there has been a decline in the relative
importance of the subject, as measured by the proportion of

papers at the IWCSPEIP in sessions devoted to the topic
(Fig. 2). The intentions of the Permanent Committee have
been justified by the attendance which has been around 400
people at the last two Conferences. Activity in the field has
also grown as indicated by the number of papers presented
orally or as posters.
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We can therefore conclude that stored-product protection
is of growing importance and interest but that over the past
20 years the amount of effort expended on biological studies
has not reflected this increase. Is this because the
entomologists have decided to revert to the International
Congresses of Entomology?

The Past 20 Years of ICEs

Approximately 1500 papers have been read, and more
presented as posters, at each of the past 5 ICEs (since
1975) but less than 100 at each have been concerned with
the biology of insects associated with stored products (Fig.
3). In fact the number has rarely exceeded 50 since stored
products have usually been amalgamated with' structural' or
, urban' insects in a composite session. Fourteen papers
presented in Beijing dealt with termites as pests of structural
timber and papers on mosquitoes, as urban pests, were
included in the session on 'Urban and Stored product
entomology' in Florence. Therefore it is safe to regard the
percentage indicated in Fig. 4 as a maximum representation
of stored product entomology. Only in Berlin (1938) and
Vancouver (1988) did the percentage of papers on stored
products entomology exceed 6% (but < 7%) of those
delivered.
So what can we conclude from these data? I suggest that

we can conclude that the biology of insects associated with
stored products has received scant attention compared with
any other branch of entomology. Is it because the insects are
unimportant? No. Although figures vary immensely there is
no doubt that insect infestation of stored products cost
millions of pounds, dollars or yen, causes major loss and
deterioration of the products and, ultimately costs human
lives, although rarely at the rates which were recorded
earlier in the century (van S. Graver and Winks, 1994).
This last phrase' although rarely at the rates which were
recorded earlier in the century' is one that reflects my
personal, fortunate background in a part of the world where
facilities, money and expertise are all available to minimise
losses. This situation is actually shared by most or all
participants in this Conference - but not by many members
of the world community whose situation has not greatly
changed in the past 100 years.
What is abundantly clear from a review of the literature is

that research on the biology of insects associated with stored
products has polarised dramatically. The work reflects the
differences in the problems faced by industrial and
essentially non-industrial societies. It can conveniently be
considered by looking at the proceedings of the same
conferences as we have already mentioned; these do not
provide the detail but do indicate the context and flavour of
the work being undertaken.
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IIIPapers on stored products

OTotal papers I

Fig.4. Percentage of papers on stored product entomologyat ICEs from 1910-1996. No data for Stockholm 1948.

The First Half of the Present Century

George Dean and Gilbert Schenk were able in 1928 to write a
paper entitled 'The control of stored grain and flour mill
insects' This was presented at the 4th International
Congress of Entomology and was the very first paper to deal
with any insects associated with stored products at one of
these Congresses. The paper could be written today except
that they noted that losses to stored grain and milled
products in the United States were worth '5 % of the total
value of the products, which would amount to about
$ 200, 000, 000 annually'. They dealt with cultural
control, grain store design, heating and drying, freezing,
turning or agitation of grain, and fumigation (with carbon
disulphide, an ethyl acetate/carbon tetrachloride mixture,
Cyanogas (HCN) , or chlorpicrin). Some of the descriptions
of how to use materials are positively frightening but
indicate the crude nature of our knowledge. Curiously,
beyond naming some of the more common pests
encountered, there was no information about their biology.
O.W. Richards (1933) gave an account of 'Some recent

work in England on pests of stored products' to the Paris
Congress of 1932, opening with the statement that 'The
insect and fungus-pests of stored foods are one of the
unpleasant by-products of civilisation'. Effectively,
Richards explained that minimal work on pests of stored
products was under way although he reported that between
four and five hundred species of insects had been found at
different times and places in stored foods. This report is
interesting because it explains that work is being pursued in

three main directions - (I quote in full) -
, ... the biologyof a number of the more important insect

pests has been studied intensively. This has included
taxonomic work, rearing insects under controlled conditions
of temperature and humidity, examination of the factors
influencing fertility, and the determination of the resistance
of different stages to high and low temperatures. A study of
respiration with special reference to the effects of fumigants
has also been begun. To rear certain species (e. g.
Ephestia elutella lIb.) in large numbers requires
considerable patience and experiment. '
So what is new? The preceding quotation is almost as

applicable today as it was 65 years ago. The problems have
largely remained the same and examination of papers in
recent issues of the Journal of Stored Products Research
or of recent IWCSPP reveal the same areas being subject to
investigation. What has happened? Has no progress been
made? Is all research cyclical?

Presentations at the IWCSPEIP

What research is undertaken on the biology of insects
associated with stored products which is intended to
contribute to the understanding and development of their
control? I have analysed the papers in the' biology' sections
of each of the IWCSPEIP to try and find out what people are
studying. My underlying assumption is that if the work is
designed to contribute to the control of pests of stored
products, then the Conferences are appropriate venues for
presentation of the results.
I have excluded studies which simply record that
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application of a procedure resulted in 'death' or 'not death'
of a number of representatives of a particular species; such
studies are obviously of major importance to the protection
of stored products but are not concerned primarily with the
biology of the organisms concerned and have not usually
appeared in the biology sections of the conferences. I
therefore, somewhat arbitrarily, regard why an insect dies
as biology, but the fact that it does so, as outside biology in
the context of what follows. For example, measurements of
supercooling points constitute biology, but the fact that
cooling a grain mass results in insect death is not biology.
I have crudely divided biology into 6 areas which overlap

to some extent but are intended to reflect the importance of
some subjects . The areas are taxonomy, physiology
(including biochemistry and genetics), behaviour,
evolution, ecology, and finally pheromones or
communication. There is no dispute that the allocation of
papers to categories, and indeed the exclusion of some
papers as falling outside biology would be loudly contested.
My attributions have to be subjective but I do not believe
that they are very far from the values that other biologists in
the field would derive - given the constraints which I have
acknowledged In an event, I am much more concerned
about the picture (Fig. 5) than the detail.
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Fig. 5. The subject areas of papers in the IWCSPEIP. * First with new title.

There is no doubt that accurate identification of insect
pests is critical not only to assure oneself with which pest
one is concerned, but also because there is increasing
evidence of 'new' pests arising either locally or by
importation. Nevertheless papers in this area are rare; a
total of 6 papers on what most would acknowledge as a
critical area have been given at IWCSPEIP.
Papers dealing with physiology, in which for simplicity I

have included biochemistry and genetics, have been much
more numerous. Most have concerned resistance to
insecticides, responses to extreme temperatures,
respiratory physiology, and developmental speed; with the
exception of the first these are exactly the same topics as
Richards highlighted in his talk to the ICE in 1932. These 80
papers are the single largest grouping although the nature of
the subject undoubtedly contributes to that statistic.
Behavioural studies are of three kinds - those associated

with trapping, those associated with dispersal through a

ClTaxonomy
I] Physiology

mBehaviour
E:JEvolution
t:lEcology

iiiPheromone

Tel Aviv 1986* Bordeaux 1990 Canberra 1994

medium, and those associated with pheromones, lures or
deterrents. Even so only 29 such papers have been
presented at IWCSPEIP.
The evolution of pests, usually involving studies of host

change or intraspecific variation has rarely been considered.
Only 9 papers on such topics have been given despite the fact
that pre-empting problems may be. easier than solving
established ones.
Ecology, in this context, I have taken to include

distribution, reproductive rates and population dynamics
(but not modelling per se), and associations with other
organisms. Obviously this is an important area since the data
are used as the basis for models, for predictive and advisory
software, for the basis of biological control, for the
validation of sampling and detection protocols, etc.
Nevertheless only 48 papers on ecology have been included
in the six preceding Conferences.
Pheromones have always been the subject of at least one
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paper and were the subject of Phillips' keynote paper in
Canberra (1994). Eighteen papers have been given on this
subject; more than on the evolution and taxonomy of insect
pests combined. Obviously this reflects the perceived
importance of the topic as pheromones have been used for
the detection and trapping of pests so an understanding of
their production, their chemical nature, and the responses
which they evoke are fundamentally important. It is only
their perceived importance which justifies their separation
from the physiology category since they are by far the most
common single topic

Presentations at Recent International
Congresses of Entomology

Papers in the Stored Product sections at the ICEs have been

grouped into the same headings although many of them deal
with effects of treatments resulting in a simple' death/not
death' outcome or subjects which would naturally fall into
non-biological sections of IWCSPEIP. They have been
excluded, leaving the distribution seen in Fig. 6, which
shows a very similar pattern to that of the IWCSPEIP,
although studies of pheromones have been even more
frequent, largely because of symposia within the Congresses
devoted to the topic.

What is Needed in the Future?

Consider what biological knowledge is actually required
about stored product insects in order to contribute to their
control.
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Fig.6. The subject areas of papers in the ICEs from 1951-1996. * Data includeposters.

We need knowledge of their geographical distribution
which not only enables control operatives to know what
might be expected but also to predict where they might
appear in the future through natural migration, in the
context of global climatic change, and through human
traffic, largely export of materials. The recent spread of
Cailosoorudvus rluxiesuinus into West Africa (Glitho,
pers. comm.) where it is now a major pest of stored cowpea
is an example of what may be natural extension of range
although trade cannot be excluded as a contributory factor.
Knowledge of original range is also important if biological
control is to playa part in future control as, for example, in
the case of locating and identifying Teretriosoma
nigrescens as a natural predator of Prostephanus

truncatus in Central America (Haines, 1981).
Associated with studies of geographical distribution is

accuracy of identification. Although there are effective keys
to the common pest species, it is more than likely that
additional species will be added to the list as agriculture
diversifies and new areas, for example in West Africa
expand their trade associations with the rest of the world.
Unfashionable and underfunded though the research may be,
the absolute requirement for accurate identification cannot
be overestimated. A secondary element in this area is the
recognition of intraspecific variation. The variation in
resistance ratios to chemical pesticides among populations of
common pests is well known, but there is now a huge body
of evidence to demonstrate that populations vary in response
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to all manner of controls, exhibit different responses to
temperature and hosts, and vary in physiological parameters
mcludmg fecundity which lead to totally different population
dynamics (e g Credland and Dendy, 1990) For
economical and effective control of pest populations this
variation must be recogmsed and mform procedure
Means of identifymg msects need refmement When

tolerance of mfestation is near or actually nil, the presence
of very few insects must be detected m large bulks
Trappmg becomes increasmgly impractical as numbers
declme, so presence identified acoustically or by machme
vision scannmg huge quantities becomes essential Non-
trappmg methods depend on an understandmg of msect
behaviour - msects withm seeds are not easily seen by man
or machme , and msects m seeds are nor permanently active
and detectable (Devereaux, pers comm ) Insects must be
identified Without havmg mtact specimens for exarrunation
but the future must surely hold the possibility of rapidly
identifying msects from their chemical fmgerpnnts m gram
samples Without the need for their direct observation
Cuticular profiles or some pheromones may be targets but
either depend on biochemical studies of the insects,
mvolvmg consideration not only of adults but of immature
stages and taking mto account the change m chemical
components dunng development (e g Howard, Howard and
Colquhoun, 1995)
If trappmg is to have a future, as it surely will at least

where sophisticated apparatus is not available, or where
tolerance of infestation is somewhat greater, then msect
behaviour contmues to be critical Not only issues of
whether an msect can enter a trap, but where the trap
should be placed (in terms of depth, refuges, etc ) are all
dependent on an understandmg of behaviour Empmcal
observation of apparent trappmg success needs to be
considered m the context of msect developmental patterns,
behavioural changes m different environmental conditions,
differences among populations of the pest, etc but such
studies are actually rather rare The consequence is that
work is often locally important but contributes little to
problem solvmg on a global scale The sort of questions that
demand attention and would lead to developments of
Widespread value are for example 'Why does this trap work
better than that one?' rather than 'Which trap works
better?' 'Do the msects behave m the same way at other
seasons of the year?' rather than 'Do you catch the same
number of msect m wmter as summer?' These questions
demand biOlogy allied With technology and, m the long
term, Will both save money because developments can be
made on a ratiOnal baSiSbut also make money because traps
could be modified for additional apphcatlOns cheaply The
use of pheromones m traps is growmg and Will probably
contmue to do so It is already ObViOUSthat we need much
more knowledge of how the compounds are perceived, the

different effects that they can have m different contexts (e
g Prostephanus irumcaius females are attracted by a male
pheromone - but not if they are m a maize gram (Hodges
and Dobson, m press)), and the extent to which msects
might adapt to persistent exposure to pheromones m their
environment
Biology has rts most obViOUSrole m devising and

understandmg control measures Richards (1933) referred
to the importance of understandmg vanation in response to
fumigants and physrcal controls Thousands of papers
descnbe resistance of msects to msecncides, mcludmg
fumigants A smaller but very substantial number look at the
effects of coolmg and heatmg on viabihty and population
dynamics Most are relevant to one particular population of
one species and not much else, except that when placed
alongside other Similar studies, one notes that the results
are different' Nobody is surpnsed These studies may be of
immense local importance and have their value, but globally
they contnbute little
Let us make the rash assumption that chemicals, at least

m developed countnes, have no useful future in the control
of stored product insects. for perceived health and certamly
legal reasons POSSiblya very tOXiC, highly selective,
msecticidal compoundwhich is totally undetectable when the
store is opened and generates nothmg but fresh air after a
penod of a few hours-and costs next to nothmg, may Just be
m use m 50 years time Itwill make no difference whether a
compound is synthetic or natural, mmeral or botamcal, we
can be fairly confident that any addition to food m many
parts of the world Will be regarded as unacceptable We
therefore need to know much more about the Vital systems
of msects How do extreme temperatures kill? Can we
mterfere With respiratory systems effectively? It is only m
the last 10 years that Slama (1988) has demonstrated the
complexity of gaseous exchange It seems to me that a
knowledge of such systems will be essential to the
development of non-chemical controls How fast will msects
adapt to modified atmospheres? I confidently predict that
biocherrncal and physiological studies of basic systems are
due for a revival to provide mformation required for all pest
control withm the lifetime of our children All msects are
different so a major proportion of this work must be
undertaken on msects associated with stored products
Ecological studies, additional to those concernmg

distribution, will contmue to be needed If expert systems
are to play a role m determmmg when control is to
implemented, then data to enable the models to be bmlt has
to be obtamed and the models then tested expenmentally
The sort of work that Longstaff (1990) has undertaken for
Sdoph~lus oryzae exemphfies what is needed, but even thiS
case has shortcommgs due to metabohc heat production as he
himself has mdicated (Longstaff, 1997) Furthermore, we
agam need to conSider vanability among populations and thiS
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also WIll need to be built mto models for WIde apphcatron
Studies of fecundity, development rates, mortality, spatial
distnbution withm populations are mtegral to understandmg
how any pest population changes Such data Will contmue to
be VItal to assessmg the ments of any control measure WhICh
IS developed

Conclusions

Many scientists rmght feel, by nnphcation, that I have been
unduly critical of the work they have undertaken to date
However, I would defend them, and myself, and argue that
If 60 years of work had not been done we could not now
Identify what IS needed Furthermore, the context m which
the work IS done IS cntical
In developmg countnes, there will be a role for

mexpensrve , locally available, control measures (ash, plant
extracts such as neem 011) for some years ahead and we need
to know wluch are most effective Additionally, nobody can
be sure that we may not fmd leads to new control measures
m such work and the mtroduction of transgemc crops With
genes from such plants WIll contmue to dnve research mto
the use of botamcal extracts However, conversely, we
know that azadirachtin kills many msects so addmg a few
more species to the list IS hardly noteworthy
In mdustnahsed, 'developed' countnes the problems are

concerned WIth the detection of pests m very small numbers
and fmdmg ways of controllmg them WIth zero or the
mmimal mput of any factor WhICh IS detectable shortly
thereafter
The Issues m the two SItuations are therefore

fundamentally different and demand different sorts of
research I therefore Wish to conclude by suggestmg that
future research mto the biology of stored product pests
needs to target questions appropnate to real SItuations
Addition of examples Will not significantly advance man's
safe storage of commodities, but I hope that I have mdicated
that there IS a genume requirement for fundamental work on
the biology of msects associated With stored products If we
are to take the necessary steps to safeguard human welfare
m the next nullenmum
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